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     I entered college with a set four-year plan and no intention of changing that plan. While excelling 

academically as I followed this original plan, however, my academic career and goals began to shift as 

I found particular inspiration in my history classes. After several adults asked what I would do with a 

degree in history, I questioned whether becoming a history major was a wise choice. Now that I am 

within a few months of graduation, I can confidently say that with a history degree endless 

possibilities of career paths exist. Through not only my history program specifically but also my liberal 

arts curriculum generally, I have learned that nurturing one’s passion broadens horizons and 

encourages thoughtful consideration of incorporating that passion toward a fulfilling life and career.  

     Truthfully, I was unaware of all the possibilities available until I officially changed my major after 

five semesters in my previous major. At that point I spoke with my advisor about internship options. 

Coming to the history major a little later in my college career, I felt an urgency to begin an internship 

soon. I was fortunate to secure a summer internship with the Anna Crawford Milner Archives and 

Special Collection at my home institution. Through this internship I attained valuable work experience, 

an opportunity to practice professionalism, knowledge of archival work, better researching skills, and 

exposure to resources that often are untapped by students. Discovering the hidden treasures of the 

Archives piqued my interest to the extent that I returned even after completing my required hours; I 

was later offered the student worker position of archives assistant for the following academic year.  

     As my internship with the Archives came to a close another internship opportunity arose with the 

David Mathews Center for Civic Life (DMC). The DMC’s work focuses on encouraging sustainable 

community practices aimed at building and preserving a healthy democracy. After a recommendation 

from two professors and an application and interview process, I was selected to participate in the 

Jean O’Connor-Snyder Internship Program (JOIP) with the Mathews Center. The JOIP has given me the 

unique opportunity to learn alongside citizens in communities across Alabama and to explore what it 



means to live democratically. This internship allowed me to apply the critical thinking and 

communication skills developed through my liberal arts education and to observe as theoretical 

knowledge was put into practice. 

     Over the past seven months I have had the opportunity to be involved in DMC’s signature 

programs, including the Alabama Issues Forums, Public Prison Overcrowding Forums, Moderator 

Development Workshops, and Students’ Institute. Assigned readings and the JOIP Intern Retreat 

provided a solid foundation for my internship with DMC. One of my first assigned readings was David 

Mathews’ For Communities to Work, which discusses public practices that can help community 

members come together to implement change in their community. I became increasingly intrigued by 

the idea of community members gathering for a deliberative forum to make choices together.  As 

Mathews notes: “Changing the way people talk can change the way they relate to each other and to 

their problems – and that can eventually change the community”(p.45). I have since learned the truth 

of this statement.  

     Prior to my internship I pictured community forums as a town hall meeting, often involving much 

dissent. Meetings between city officials and citizens occasionally turn into shouting matches with no 

resolution to the issue at hand. The DMC forums present an effective means to resolving community 

issues as community members gather to “name and frame” the issue at hand. They establish common 

ground, which allows each participant a personal stake in resolving the issue. Determination of 

possible solutions is accomplished without confrontation and through a civil discussion. I think one of 

the keys to holding a successful forum is that the moderator and forum recorder must remain neutral 

at all times. When I observed others moderate forums, and when I recorded forums, I noticed that the 

neutrality of those conducting the forum positively influenced participants toward more accepting 

and tolerant attitudes. The forums are meant to begin the discourse among communities on difficult 



issues and to foster progress on solutions to the problems identified during the forums. Again, this 

method provided an example of blending “academic” knowledge and skills with practical application. 

     Another DMC program, Students’ Institute, provides opportunities for 4th- 12th graders from 

Montevallo public schools to engage in active civic learning. Students involved are divided into three 

project groups and are tasked with one issue area for the year. The three issue areas for the current 

year are “Invest in our Community,” “Equip the Next Generation,” and “Promote Healthy Living.”  

     Acting as a facilitator, I guided a group of students through the various activities of the opening day 

of Students’ Institute. Although challenging at times, I used the tools learned in the Moderator 

Development workshop to guide the group in a productive direction. In one activity, individual asset 

mapping, students are encouraged to think through the skills and assets they bring to any task. The 

older students in the group already understood the contribution they brought to the task at hand. 

Students new to the program, however, did not yet understand the abilities and skills they possessed 

that could be assets to improve their community. Through discussion they eventually recognized that 

each individual possesses a set of unique assets. I enjoyed watching them come to the realization that 

they are important to the community and can make a difference no matter their age. Involvement in 

Students’ Institute reminded me of the importance of teaching young people to be civically engaged 

and how we must do so by being actively involved with them. In Guidebook: Proven Practices for 

Effective Civic Learning, Lisa Guilfoile and Brady Delander stress this point: young people “can only 

learn how to be civically engaged by being civically engaged” (p.4). This principle applies equally well 

to people of all ages: adult volunteer facilitators for Students’ Institute said that they were learning 

new strategies as well.  

     My experience as a JOIP intern has been an incredible learning opportunity to grow professionally 

while developing a stronger civic consciousness. With greater understanding of DMC’s purpose and 



signature programming I anticipate being more involved throughout the remainder of my internship 

and beyond as I have learned additional as well as more effective ways to contribute to my 

community. I find that the knowledge gained during the course of my internship positively affects my 

interaction with others. It also proved useful in understanding course concepts in a Sociology class, 

which reinforced the value of a liberal arts education. It truly has been a privilege being able to serve 

as a Jean O'Connor-Snyder intern for the David Mathews Center. I look forward to continuing the 

internship through the duration of the academic year and then to applying the skills and knowledge 

gained from both my liberal arts education and internship experiences as I move to the next phase of 

an ever-continuing learning and growing process begun four years ago. 

 


